Start a Small Group
So you want to start a WorkLight Group. That’s great! WorkLight Small Groups provide a
unique opportunity to unite as Christians together practicing faith, integrity, and excellence in
the workplace.
When you think about starting a small group it’s okay to begin small—even two or three
people meeting, growing, and praying together faithfully can make a big difference in each
other’s lives.
WorkLight Small Groups can be formed by anybody, but usually peak at five to eight
attendees: an ideal size for conversation, mutual support, and relationship building.
Your Part
» Decide how often you will meet (weekly, twice a month, or once a month) based on the
availability of the two or three most committed and available people in your group.
»

Commit to meet at the same time and agree on a model for facilitation. Typically, one person
volunteers to provide a regular meeting place or group members rotate who hosts and plans.

»

Sign up at WorkLight.org to receive The Flame newsletter and Spark workday reflection emails
straight to your inbox. Our newsletter contains a guide for small group conversation by providing
four personal reflection stories about God’s impact in the workplace: one for each week.
Alternatively your group can discuss a personal story from The Spark, our workday reflection
email.

»

Plan for communicating with one another. You may want to consider starting a group on
Facebook, meetup.com, or some other community platform to keep members connected within
the group.

Our Part
» WorkLight provides a steady stream of story and Scripture-based content for your small group to
use for reflection and conversation.
»

We will support your group with materials, resources, promotion and updates on national events.
We also will provide your group with resources to host your own events if you should choose to
do so. The best way to stay up to date with resources is to sign up to receive our emails, check our
website often and follow us on social media.

Verse to Remember
“Let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds, not giving up meeting
together, as some are in the habit of doing, but encouraging one another—and all the more as you see
the Day approaching.” Hebrews 10:24-25
Have questions? Please contact Remote@WorkLight.org.

